If one estate more than any other has reason to pride itself on its ancestry, that estate must be Château
d’Arcins. Its roots can be traced back to 1300, when a vineyard was established here under the instructions of
the Knights Templar. In 1971, when it was acquired by the Castel family, it was in need of a complete overhaul,
inside and out. This they did in style, introducing a system destined to be imitated by their most prestigious
competitors; in the 1980s they created the first ever circular vinification chamber. At the centre stands the
famous blending vat, with a capacity of more than 2,000 hectolitres, which ensures optimal homogeneity for
all the blends bottled here. On entering Château d’Arcins, you enter the world of the great Crus Bourgeois of
the Haut Médoc, whose reassuringly traditional style combines strength and elegance.
THE VINEYARD
The property comprises more than 170 hectares, 100 hectares of which are planted with vines,
at a density of more than 9 600 plants per hectare. The vines are tended with great care;
de-budding, de-leafing and green harvests result in concentrated grapes ripened to perfection. The
sandy gravel of the terroir has its own role to play in bringing out the characteristic style of
Château d’Arcins. The varietals grown are 55% Cabernet Sauvignon and 45% Merlot.

THE CELLAR
Extensive renovation work has been undertaken since 1971, not least to the vinification chamber,
with its revolutionary architecture in the round. In the future, all fermentation will be temperature regulated for best possible control of alcoholic and malo-lactic content. The barrel cellar now
also has a marvellous area housing over 1,500 oak barrels designed for careful, sustained
maturing.

BEHIND THE SCENES
With his green felt cap set at a jaunty angle,
Bruno Teyssier greets his visitors with the
unassuming air of a back-room employee.
Bruno has only ever known this establishment
– he has been shaping the destiny of Château
d’Arcins wines for the last 23 years. He
declares that, “winemaking is his joy”, and
that he “loves to make wine loves happy.” He
is a man of ambition, determined to stay true
to the spirit of Château d’Arcins, but dreams of
extending its range of wines in pursuit of ever
greater elegance.
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consultant
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Antoine Medeville has been working

alongside Bruno Teyssier, perfecting the
methods used to create and mature the
wines here. Antoine Medeville specialises
in wines of the Médoc, and is highly
knowledgeable about the terrors of
Margaux, Moulis and Listrac. Now one of
the co-owners of Château Fleur-La-Mothe,
he has also brought his considerable skills
to bear at the Châteaux of Labégorce,
Fonréaud and Haut-Marbuzet.
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